
Ratong Valley, Tieng Kg, new route 
Merenge Bilinbolonka; and Phori, 
possible first ascent. Spanish Basque 
climbers Garo Azuke and I 
climbed in western Sikkim during 
October. O ur intended objective 
was an ascent of the virgin east face of Kabru South (7,317m, a peak with only one claimed 
ascent, by an Indian Army expedition in 1994), which is reached from the Ratong Valley. 
However, first we needed to acclimatize and, we chose the ca 6,000m peak of Tieng Kg. This 
is an impressive peak, which we think looks like a shorter version of Ama Dablam. It was 
climbed in 1992 from the southeast by an Indian military expedition.

We chose the elegant 800m-high west face. After two days of difficult and delicate climbing 
over poor quality rock, snow, and ice, we reached the top of the face and a small subsidiary 
summit around 200-300m distant and ca 70m lower than the main summit. The intervening 
ground looked complex and as we were cold and exhausted, we decided to descend from this 
point, which our altimeter put at 5,960m. We reached the high point on October 3 and named 
the new route Merenge Bilinbolonka (750m, VI 5+ M6).

We next moved camp to the Ratong Glacier for an attempt on Kabru but discovered that 
conditions on the proposed route looked bad and the line featured a dangerous icefall. We 
therefore decided to abandon this idea and instead to make an ascent of nearby Phori Peak



(5,837m), a fine pyramid. We began our ascent via the south-southwest face at 1:30 a.m. on 
October 17. After mostly snow and mixed climbing with some aid, we reached the top at 11:30 
a.m. There were no signs of any prior ascent o f the granite block forming the summit, from 
which we had to rappel. We christened the 600m route Debekatua Debekatzea (V 4+ M6 A l). 
Five rappels, each of 70m, put us on the glacier east of the peak and we returned to camp at 
6:30 p.m.

This summit is supposed to have been attempted by Indian climbers, one of whom died 
on the mountain. We found a broken rope 20m below a foresummit of the peak, but nothing in 
the summit area. We also found a piton about 30m above the glacier during our rappel descent, 
but surmise that it probably belonged to the military, which uses this glacier for training. Our 
sirdar and agent in Darjeeling both thought the peak previously unclimbed.

A l a in  A n d r e s , Spain


